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SUBSTRATE LIST
COROPLAST
Corrugated plastic, generally for inside use. Outside use with minimal exposure 1 - 2 years.
Standard thickness is 4.0 mm (also available in thickness ranging from 4 mm to 10 mm).
Available in several colour options.
STYRENE
Interior lightweight plastic that is multi-use. Comes in a variety of thicknesses. Our standard
stock is .020” and .040”. Perfect for tags.
POLYBLEND
.055 Polyblend is a UV stabilized polyethylene sheet that has been corona treated on both
sides for increased longevity. Outside/Inside use, not meant to be used in extremely cold
temperatures.
SINTRA
Expanded smooth surface PVC sheet, excellent for interior use. Standard thickness is 3 mm and
6 mm. Available in a variety of colours.
INTACEL
White expanded PVC sheet, can be routered, glued, drilled and painted. Inside use. Outside
use with minimal exposure, will warp in sun if large in size. Used for sandwich boards. Standard
thickness is 3/8”
MAGNETIC SHEETING
Vehicle Grade magnetic sheeting with a white semi-gloss surface. 030” thickness.
PLEXI & LEXAN
Plexiglass is a transparent plastic intended as a replacement for glass. Lexan is a highly durable
polycabonate resin thermoplastic excellent for backlit signage. Comes in a variety of thickness
and color options. Excellent for outdoor long term usage.
GATORFOAM
A structural panel of polystyrene foam core and wood fibre veneer. Excellent for outdoor
applications but MUST be protected from UV degradation by painting.
ULTRABOARD
Extruded polystyrene foam core with .015" high impact polystyrene faces. Frequently used for
3 dimensional router cut signage. Interior usage only.
DIBOND
Dibond material is an 3 mm aluminum composite material made of two light weight sheets of
.010" aluminum with a thermoplastic core. Excellent for long-term exterior use. Available in a
variety of colours.
ALUMINUM
.080 Standard traffic spec metal covered in either engineering grade, diamond grade, or
high-intensity reflective vinyl. Outdoor use.
CREZONE
Machine painted plywood, good for printing on one side. 3/8 standard thickness. Exterior use.
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Give us a call and our sales rep can bring some samples of these substrates to your office.
Custom materials are available, this is only a list of our most commonly used materials.
Feel free to inquire if you have any questions.

